
SHEENA BATHORY
GETS WET

Sheena 'The Hungarian Hurricane'

Bathory is the latest LFC fighter to

appear on our sexy talk show, Get Wet.

The episode, which debuts September

30, features a controversial game where

the girls see who can stuff the most

marshmallows in their mouths. We later

learned people have choked to death
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doing this challenge so the episode will

feature a disclaimer - definitely don't try

this at home! Luckily the girls were fine

and it's hilarious - the losers had to jump

in the freezing pool - so you won't want

to miss this episode.

SHELBY PARIS &
BROOKE GILLEY
DISCUSS THEIR LFC32
BOUT

When we decided to return to the

Sturgis Motorcycle Rally last summer

there was never any doubt our two

Sturgis born fighters were going to open

the first of the three events. A year later

they look back on the fight as Shelby

appears on today's episode of Beauty,

Strength & Dominance and Brooke

appears next Sunday exclusively at

www.LFCfights.com.



THE ANATOMY OF AN
EPIC UPSET

When prospect Crystal White beat Shay

'The Fox' Mazzato at LFC31� Booty

Camp 2 it shocked not just the former

champ but the fight world in whole. The

latest episode of LFC Exposed! breaks

down the fight and features interviews

with White and her coach Leon Hater.

How did they pull off one of the biggest

upsets in LFC history? Check out S11�E4

to find out. 



BAND ON THE RUN The latest episode of Tight sees Joel

Kane take the band on an ill-fated tour

against cousin Bree Olson's wishes.

When he ditches them in Denver they

soon run out of money and have to

subsidize the tour with some 'dirty work'

(luckily they're porn stars!� If you haven't

been following this wild reality series

that the NY Post called the best

rockumentary since Spinal Tap what are

you waiting for? We're offering 50% off

the first month of new VIP memberships

with coupon code: TIGHT
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